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Dear Gateways Friends,
We’re humbleD and proud to present the story of 
our work in 2019-2020—how we embodied the 
theme of this annual report, “From Strength to 
Strength,” by pivoting all of our programs to a virtual 
world during a global pandemic and undergoing the 
most important leadership transition in Gateways’ 
history. As we look back on our work last year, we 
are reminded of how much Gateways has evolved 
from its beginnings in 2006, when executive Director 
Arlene remz founded Gateways in response to an 
urgent need – the need for professionalized support 
to help children in our community to access Jewish 
life and learning.

We at Gateways have risen to this challenge, 
becoming a shining model for how students with 
diverse learning needs can succeed in Jewish 
educational settings. even in the face of COVID, 
we were able to harness the dedication, creativity, 
and passion of our educators and collaborators to 
succeed in reaching our students. You’ll read in the 
coming pages how we transitioned our services 
from in-person to online, providing direct supports 
for approximately 100 students across our local day 
schools, educating local and non-local students in 
our Sunday and b’nei mitzvah programs, training a 
team of 44 teen volunteers, and hosting professional 
development workshops for over 35 supplementary 
schools, afterschool programs, and early childhood 
centers in the Greater boston area and beyond. 

During this same period, we launched and 
completed an extensive search for our new CeO. The 
CeO appointment was the culmination of a yearlong 
process during which we reached out to our many 
stakeholders and partners in the Greater boston 
Jewish community to establish clear attributes, 
qualifications, and expertise for the individual to 

succeed Arlene upon her retirement. (Save the date 
for a gala in Arlene’s honor on Sunday, November 
21, 2021!) We sought a leader who would effectively 
chart Gateways’ path forward as we entered the 
next chapter in our evolution. We found this leader 
in our new CeO, Tamar Davis. Some of you were 
introduced to Tamar at our virtual Sweet Sounds 
Celebration and at our more intimate Sweet Salon 
Gatherings this past fall, and we hope she’ll get the 
chance to meet you all in the year to come. 

With an eye towards the future, we are currently 
embarking on a new Strategic Plan. This process 
will enable us to hone our focus on a bold future, 
to continue our role as leaders in the movement 
to ensure a meaningful Jewish education for all 
learners, and to reaffirm our commitment to the 
Gateways mission. We look forward to sharing the 
Strategic Plan with you when it is completed, and 
we welcome your participation as we tackle new 
challenges and pursue new opportunities on behalf 
of our community’s children. 

This work wouldn’t be  
possible without you.  
We remain forever grateful.

In partnership,

mIChelle S. AlkON 
President, board of Trustees

TAmAr DAVIS, 
Chief Executive Officer

Honoring tHe Fialkow Sternberg, FreiSHtat, 
HugHeS, kaplan weiSSkopF, and ruderman FamilieS

Mauris eu nibh quis velit 
placerat imperdiet. Aliquam eu 
molestie mauris. Fusce aliquet 
risus lorem, a viverra arcu 
facilisis ut. Aliquam ac imperdiet 
risus. Nam ac maximus arcu, 
non bibendum sapien. Curabitur 
feugiat libero lorem, nec 
condimentum diam effic. 

On November 24, 2019, over 400 
members of our community came 
together in support of an inclusive 
Jewish community for our annual 
Sweet Sounds Celebration. The 
evening was a chance to honor 
the Fialkow Sternberg, Freishtat, 
hughes, kaplan Weisskopf, and 
ruderman families, who, through 
many generations, have given 
of themselves in service to the 
Jewish community and to our 
broader society. Their enduring 
contributions live on in many of the 
institutions central to our Jewish 
communal life in Greater boston.

Together, our community was 
able to look back on the storied 
history of Gateways through the 
eyes of these incredible families. 
Throughout the course of the 
evening, we reflected on five core 
values of gratitude, empathy, 

compassion, acceptance, and 
innovation. each of our speakers 
told incredible and personal 
stories of these family values, the 
importance of acceptance and 
being seen, and how Gateways 
stands at the intersection of it all. 

Dylan Freishtat, our youngest 
speaker and son of Trustee ethan 
Freishtat, made a poignant point 
about the work we do. In detailing 
his discovery of his own disability, 
Dylan said, “Now that I have 
been on both sides, feeling I was 
perfectly normal before and then 
feeling lesser than, I now feel it is so 
important to make sure to include 
eVerYONe in our community.” 
Dylan’s observation neatly captures 
our work past, present, and 
future—to ensure that everyone, 
regardless of need or ability, is 
welcome in our community.

Above (left to right): Honorees 
Ethan Freishtat, Linda Sternberg, 
Cindy Kaplan, Jackie Finard-
Hughes, Sharon (Ruderman) 
Shapiro. Below: Dylan Freishtat at 
the podium with his father.

Sweet 
Sounds 

2019
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programs in a specialized, small-class setting for 
students with diverse learning needs ages 5-18. 
Programs include TAGG (Torah, Avodah, Gemilut 
Chasadim at Gateways), the B’nei Mitzvah 
Preparation Program, and Mitzvah Mensches 
Learning Lab. Mitzvah Mensches Learning Lab, 
a group for our post B’nei Mitzvah students, 
underwent a restructuring in 2019-2020, which 
helped to grow participation in the program.

ethan’s Story
When the pandemic shut down 
schools last spring, ethan’s mother 
was concerned that online learning 
wouldn’t work for him. however, 
when it became clear that we would 
not be going back in-person soon, 
she decided to take a chance and 
give Gateways Online b’nei mitzvah 
classes a try. Through his own 
efforts and with the dedication of 
his tutor, Ethan flourished online, 
mastering his Torah portion and 
the blessings, and continuing to 
learn more prayers. Now, ethan’s 
sessions with his Gateways tutor 
are full of joy, and his mom feels 
at ease knowing that, in-person or 
online, ethan can prepare for his 
bar mitzvah with confidence.

anna’s Story 
When Anna’s sisters had meaningful 
bat mitzvah experiences at their 
synagogue, Anna’s family wanted 
the same for her and signed her 
up for Gateways. Anna joined 
our b’nei mitzvah class and soon 
excelled, successfully learning to 
read in hebrew. When schools 
shut down last march, Anna’s 
Gateways team wanted to keep 
up this momentum and to ensure 
that she could continue to study 

without interruption. Anna thrives 
on consistency, so she began 
meeting with her Gateways teacher 
every Sunday morning at 9:30, at 
the same time she would normally 
be in class. With this framework in 
place, Anna has continued to read 
hebrew, and is beginning to learn 
how to sing prayers and chant 
Torah as well. her family can’t wait 
to see her follow in her sisters’ 
footsteps and stand proudly on  
the bimah.

Ziv’s Story 
For Ziv, the shift to online learning 
was an unexpected gift. In-
person b’nei mitzvah classes had 
sometimes been challenging for 
him after a long day at school, and 
being able to attend Gateways 
from the comfort of his own home 
eased Ziv’s anxiety and allowed 
him to focus on his preparation. 
he became more engaged in his 
lessons, beginning to smile and 
crack jokes. At the end of his 
sessions, he started telling his tutor, 
“I can stay on longer if you want!” 
The success of students like Ziv has 
inspired us to think creatively about 
how we can bring online learning 
techniques into the future of the 
Gateways b’nei mitzvah experience. 

gatewayS online 

To make the shift to Gateways Online during 2020 possible, our Jewish 
Education Program staff worked tirelessly to transform their physical 
materials into digital ones and to work collaboratively with all our 
families. ultimately, every student who participated in Gateways’ Jewish 
education programs in 2019-2020, whether in person or online, received 
high-quality, compassionate support, and joined in our caring community.

While no two Gateways b’nei mitzvah look the same, one thing they all 
share is the dedication of our staff, who work to provide every student 
with a rewarding and special b’nei mitzvah experience that is tailored to 
them. This commitment was more evident than ever in this past year, in 
which we celebrated four b’nei mitzvah, while successfully shifting our 
ongoing b’nei mitzvah Program classes online. 

Jewish education Programs

re-paving tHe road to b’nei mitZvaH

Top: The Coller family 
celebrated the Bat Mitzvah 
of their daughter, Isabella, in 
person before the COVID-19 
pandemic. Bottom: A B’nei 
Mitzvah Program student 
works with Gateways coach 
Susan Morrel.
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tHe SliFka day ScHool 
incluSion initiative 

The 2019-2020 school year marked 
the third year of the Slifka Inclusion 
Initiative, a grant-funded project to 
provide students with significant 
learning and/or behavioral needs 
with the support required for them 
to successfully integrate into Jewish 
day schools. The two participating pilot schools 
are Solomon Schechter of Greater boston and 
metroWest Jewish Day School. When COVID-19 made 
remote learning a necessity, Gateways worked with 
educators at both schools to find creative ways to 

adapt their models of inclusive education to home 
learning environments for many different families. 
In this way, the Slifka Initiative was able to serve the 
whole school community, fulfilling its wider aim of 
fostering a school culture that welcomes inclusion 
and recognizes how it benefits all learners.

reSiliency and reSHaping oF direct ServiceS 

Despite unimaginable changes to what school has looked like in this 
past year, Gateways’ Day School Program has continued to provide 
direct support services in Jewish day schools, making it possible for 
children with diverse learning needs to access a Jewish education 
even in the midst of a pandemic. When COVID-19 shut down the day 
schools in march 2020, roughly 70% of students continued with support 
sessions remotely. meanwhile, Gateways therapists participated in 
dozens of hours of additional training, seamlessly reshaping the way 
they provide supports.

Gateways in  
the Day Schools

emma’S Story 

After working with emma*, a student at rashi, for two years, 
Gateways speech-language pathologist Amy Freedman was 
suddenly forced to figure out how to continue her work remotely.  
emma has language challenges, and often looks to the examples 
of her friends for cues about expectations in the classroom. With 
these cues abruptly gone, and new technologies in place, emma 
now faced additional barriers to her learning, and her support 
team worried that her interventions would be less productive via 
teletherapy. 

emma’s team quickly began collaborating to restructure these 
supports, working gradually to adapt her to new systems. At first, 
Amy’s online sessions with emma simply focused on helping 
her learn how to manage Google meet and access classroom 
assignments. Then, Amy began working to reintroduce content. 
Once Emma’s team established these new systems, she flourished.  

There were unforeseen advantages to the remote structure, too. 
The flexibility of remote scheduling allowed Amy to hold sessions 
during emma’s most productive times, even outside of the regular 
school day. In addition, Amy discovered that communications with 
emma’s teachers about curriculum were more constructive, since 
many materials were posted online. Through the collaboration 
and creativity of her Gateways and day school teams, not only has 
emma had all her language needs met this year, but she has gained 
important skills in additional areas, becoming a better self-advocate 
and a more independent learner. 

*Name has been changed for privacy

Pro
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This year, our 
therapists and 
learning specialists 
supported 100 
students across 
seven day schools, 
providing a total of 
almost 4,000 hours 
of individualized  
and group support. 

Gateways occupational 
therapist Ilene Greenwald 

conducts a remote session 
with a day school student.
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teen volunteer program

every year, exceptional high school students from all around the 
Greater boston area join our teen volunteer program, where they 
are trained to work directly with Gateways students as aides. 
In 2019-2020, 44 teen volunteers participated, receiving weekly 
training and supervision from Gateways staff. When our Jewish 
education Programs moved online last spring, the teen volunteer 
program became especially crucial, as these phenomenal teens 
took on new responsibilities and provided comfort for students 
in the transition to online learning. 

Jewish teen Funders of greater boston (JtFgb)

In 2019-2020, Gateways and hebrew College forged a new 
partnership that allowed neurodiverse students to participate 
together in an inclusive board for the local chapter of the Jewish 
Teen Foundation. This inclusive board, which met bi-monthly, 
chose to focus on gun violence prevention, raising over $7,000 
for Sandy hook Promise. As part of the innovation, Gateways is 
currently working with JTFGB staff and the national office of the 
Jewish Teen Foundation to draft a guide for other communities to 
replicate the inclusive board model. 

teen madrichim

During 2019-2020, Gateways’ Teen madrichim Program served 
educators from three supplemental Jewish schools, training 
them to empower high school aides at their schools to work 
with students with diverse learning styles. Through programs 
like these, Gateways continues to pursue our goal of spreading 
inclusive practices to all Jewish education settings.

celebrating tHe value oF incluSion

The Gateways Peer Development Initiative aims to build 
a more inclusive Jewish community where everyone feels 
a sense of belonging. These programs enable youth and 
teens to become champions of inclusion throughout our 
community.

Peer Development 
Initiative

“   Gateways has paved a path for 
me that I am excited to embark 
on. It has made me passionate 
about working with individuals 
with disabilities, and I plan 
to continue working with the 
population in the future.”

         –  ShoShAnA Cohen  
former Teen Volunteer

Pro
gr
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44 became student aides
Teen volunTeers

12 participated in our 
inclusive JtFgb board

Teen funders

trained through teen madrichim program

educaTors
          from

 
schools3 

“ I realized how important 
it is to have organizations 
like Gateways that give 
an opportunity to kids 
with special needs to 
learn about their Jewish 
traditions and identity.”

     – Yoni SChoR
         Teen Volunteer

Gateways behavioral specialist 
Mia Hyman (center) works 
with two teen volunteers in the 
Gateways Sunday Program.
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shining a lighT on 
MenTal healTh

Thanks to generous funding 
from the ruderman Family 
Foundation and others, 
Gateways organized a 
mental health Initiative to 
boost the capacity of 10 
boston-area day schools 
to support the mental 
health and wellbeing of all 
students, with a particular 
focus on students in crisis 
or needing intensive 
therapeutic interventions. 
The initiative included 
individualized assessments 
and plans for each school, 
as well as professional 
development in partnership 
with the brookline mental 
health Center.

Above and right: Educators 
learn together at Gateways 
workshops.

When the COVID-19 pandemic 
shut down schools in march 2020, 
teachers experienced a flurry of 
emotions, from denial, to confusion, 
to utter disbelief. but one common 
reaction that long-time educator 
and Prizmah leadership coach Jane 
Taubenfeld Cohen was hearing 
over and over again from teachers 
in her orbit was worry about how 
they would reach students with 
diverse learning needs. These are 
the students who already faced 
additional barriers to learning 
before the onset of a global 
pandemic. These are the very kids 
for whom Gateways exists.

Jane reached out to Gateways to 
ask for help. Within days, Gateways 
staff began to collaborate with 
the Prizmah Center for Jewish 

Day Schools to develop a learning 
session that would provide 
educators with a host of strategies 
for inclusion and instruction in 
a remote context. The resulting 
webinar was a deeply collaborative 
endeavor that included a speech-
language pathologist and behavioral 
specialist from Gateways and a local 
day school teacher. each presenter 
spoke to the different academic 
and behavioral reasons students 
may struggle online and offered 
practical tips and tools to support 
student learning. The session was a 
success, with approximately 90 day 
school educators from the Greater 
boston community and beyond in 
attendance. Gateways’ behavioral 
specialist was even asked to run 
a follow-up session for a school in 
montreal. 

gateways 
provided a total 
of 420 hours of 
coaching and 
trainings across 
33 supplemental 
schools and 8 
preschools in 
2019-2020.

proFeSSional development in a pandemic: 
meeting a new need

Center for  
Professional learning

Pro
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more than anything, what the 
success of this webinar revealed was 
that one session would only begin to 
scratch the surface of this newfound 
and ongoing need. Gateways staff 
soon began working to extend 
these remote learning supports 
beyond the day schools, offering a 
webinar and multiple workshops 
geared towards supplementary 
school educators, and organizing 
communities of practice for 
supplemental school directors to 
share strategies. Gateways reached 
out to parents as well, coordinating 
a webinar and discussion in 
September on how parents can 
support their children’s learning at 
home. ultimately, through our close 
ties to others in the local community 
and our flexible approach, Gateways 
was able to continue working to 
meet this professional development 
need over the rest of the year.
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bubbe, Saba, nonna, grandpa, abuela:  
our nameS are aS varied aS our 
grandparenting StyleS

A Gateways Grandparents Event

building a community oF parentS

A Gateways Parenting Speaker Series

From left to right:  
Arlene Bernstein,  
Michelle Alkon,  
Dr. Ruth Nemzoff,  
Rabbi Laura Geller

On February 3, 2020, Gateways convened an intimate group of 
grandparents at the home of former Gateways Trustee Arlene bernstein. 
The event featured speakers rabbi laura Geller, author of Getting Good 
at Getting Older and one of the first women selected to lead a major 
metropolitan synagogue, and long-time Gateways supporter Dr. ruth 
Nemzoff, author of Don’t Roll Your Eyes: Making In-Laws Into Family and 
Don’t Bite Your Tongue: How to Foster Rewarding Relationships With Your 
Adult Children. Rabbi Geller and Dr. Nemzoff led the group through an 
interactive discussion on how grandparenting today differs from in the 
past, and how grandparents can better balance their lifestyles with those 
of their children and grandchildren. 

Our Parenting with Purpose Program entered its third year in 2019-2020, 
and included programming on the topics of reducing parenting stresses, 
with Carla Naumberg, PhD, and conscious parenting, with parent coach 
Cindy kaplan. After our march event was cancelled due to the COVID-19 
pandemic, Gateways organized a two-part series for June 2020, titled 
Parenting in a Pandemic, which featured speakers Dr. Nora Friedman 
and Dr. benjamin raby, who answered questions related to mental 
and physical health during COVID-19. As we move forward, Gateways is 
committed to continuing the Parenting with Purpose series and building 
connections among the parents in our community.  

Parents & Grandparents

Parenting with Purpose

Above and left:  In January 2020, community members gathered for a 
Parenting with Purpose workshop on conscious parenting, with parent coach 
Cindy Kaplan (above, left)

Com
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participating day 
ScHoolS

bais Yaakov of boston

epstein hillel Academy

Gann Academy

JCDS, boston’s Jewish Community 
Day School

maimonides School

metroWest Jewish Day School

New england hebrew Academy

Solomon Schechter Day School of 
Greater boston

Solomon Schechter Day School of 
West hartford

Striar hebrew Academy of Sharon

The rashi School

Torah Academy

Yeshiva Ohr Yisrael

Yeshiva of Flatbush,  
brooklyn, NY

Jewish People’s and Peretz 
Schools, montreal, Canada

participating community 
& congregational JewiSH 
education programS 

Congregation beth elohim, Acton         

beth el Temple Center, belmont

Temple Israel, boston

Temple beth Zion, brookline

Temple Ohabei Shalom, brookline

kahal b’raira Sunday School, 
Cambridge

kerem Shalom, Concord               

Temple Chayai Shalom, easton

Temple etz Chaim, Franklin

Temple Ahavat Achim, Gloucester

Temple beth Torah, holliston

Temple Isaiah, lexington

Temple emanu-el, marblehead

Temple Shalom, medford

Congregation beth Shalom of the 
blue hills, milton

Temple Israel, Natick

Temple Aliyah, Needham

Ahavas Achim, Newburyport

Congregation Dorshei Tzedek, 
Newton

kesher Newton, Newton

Temple emanuel, Newton

Temple Shalom, Newton

Temple kol Tikvah, Sharon

Temple Israel, Sharon

Temple Sinai, Sharon

Temple b’nai brith, Somerville

kesher School, Somerville

Congregation b’nai Torah, Sudbury      

Congregation Shirat hayam, 
Swampscott

Temple Emmanuel, Wakefield

boston Area Jewish education 
Program (bJeP), Waltham

Temple beth Israel, Waltham

Congregation Or Atid, Wayland              

Temple beth David, Westwood

Temple Shir Tikvah, Winchester

Temple Tifereth Israel, Winthrop

                
participating JewiSH 
preScHoolS & early  
learning centerS 

Temple Israel early learning 
Center, boston

Aleph-bet Childcare, Cambridge

Jewish Preschool of lexington, 
lexington

Temple emunah Preschool, 
lexington

Temple Israel early learning 
Center, Natick

Temple beth Shalom early 
learning Center, Needham

Gan Aliyah, Needham

Gan Shelanu, Newton

JCC early learning Center, Newton

Nevatim at kesher, Somerville

Temple Shir Tikva Preschool, 
Wayland

Gan elohim, Wellesley

gateways is proud to partner with day schools, community schools, 
preschools, and congregations throughout the new england region to 
help foster an inclusive Jewish community.

key pHilantHropic partnerS:

Slifka Family Day School 
Inclusion Initiative

We extend our sincere gratitude to those listed in this report who have 
chosen to support Gateways: Access to Jewish Education, including 100% 
of our Board members. This donor report is reflective of gifts made 
in FY20 (July 1, 2019 – June 30, 2020). We have made every effort to 
recognize our donors correctly. Please excuse any typos and omissions. 
Direct any corrections or concerns to development@jgateways.org. 
Thank you for your generosity!

$100,000 and above

Adelson Family Foundation 
Combined Jewish 
Philanthropies

$25,000-$99,999
Anonymous (2)
roberta and Irwin Chafetz
Allyson and edward 
DeNoble
The kaplan-Weisskopf 
Family
 eloise and elliot kaplan
  Cindy kaplan and marc 
Weisskopf
The klarman Family 
Foundation
The krupp Family 
Foundation
 lizbeth and George krupp
Jessica and Chuck myers
Winn Family Charitable 
Fund

$10,000-$24,999
Anonymous
Ruth Nemzoff and Harris 
berman
Susan and leo breitman
rachel and larry Chafetz
myra musicant and 
howard Cohen
Professor martin Patt
Cheri Fox
brenda and harvey 
Freishtat
Paula and James Gould
harold Grinspoon 
Charitable Foundation

 betsy and martin Solomon
The Grossman Family
  Patti (z”l) and louis 
Grossman

 Dara and David Grossman
marni Smilow levitt and 
Jonathan levitt
ruderman Family 
Foundation
rosalyn and richard Slifka
Spector Fund of The 
boston Foundation
lisa and Neil Wallack
Marla and Jeffrey Wolk
Dina and matthew Wosk

$5,000-$9,999
Anonymous
Amy and Joshua boger
louise Citron
Nicole and brian Clark
lisa and Arieh Coll
Dorit harverd and richard 
Dale
Madelyn and Bruce Donoff
helen Tager and martin 
Flusberg
laurie and Paul 
Gershkowitz
Jacqueline Finard-hughes 
and robert hughes
beth S. and Seth A. 
klarman
Cynthia and William 
marcus
rabbi Suzanne and 
Andrew Offit
Wendy and John Pereira
 Combined Properties, Inc.

Sandra and Donald Perrin 
and Family
Sharon and rony Shapiro
Arnee r. and Walter A. 
Winshall

$2,500-$4,999
Irina and mark barrocas
Arlene bernstein
Julia Greenstein and Paul 
bleicher
Jordana and Scott 
bluestein
Joyce and michael bohnen
robert l. and Joan 
bramson Foundation, Inc.
Jane Taubenfeld Cohen 
and David Cohen
Yael miller and Stuart Cole
Amy Abramowitz and 
ethan Corey
leslie and Alan Crane
Danielle and Gregg Darish
Wendy b. Fain
michal and Andy Fandel
helene and edward 
Faneuil
rena Gray Fein and robert 
Fein
Nina and David Fialkow
Andie Finard
Denise and bill Finard
rachel and David Fine
Peggy and David Fineman
Zelda and elkan Gamzu
risa and Zev Gewurz
Catharyn and mike 
Gildesgame
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Phyllis and michael (z”l) 
hammer Fund
hercules Capital
Jill and Stephen karp
rachel Coben and roger klein
Carolyn and Josh kraft
Shannon Floyd and Daniel 
leibholz
marcia and Alan leifer
Allison Andrews and Arthur 
lent
Justine levin-Allerhand and 
Paul Allerhand
Taren and ralph metson
Sasha and Geoff Meyerson
Debra and eitan milgram
Dena and michael rashes
barbara and Frank resnek
lauri union and Stanley 
rosenzweig
barbara and Andrew Schultz
ellie and barry Shrage
Gilda Slifka

Jennifer Slifka and louis Vidal
unitedhealth Group
Clare Villari and David 
Weinstein
Fiona mudge-Weisman and 
evan Weisman
Deanna and Sidney Wolk

$1,000-$2,499
Anonymous 
Debbie levenson and Steve 
Adelman
rita and leonard Adelson
Susan and Aron Ain
Aaron m. Albert
risa and Steven Aronson
mendy balkin
Dina hirshfeld-becker and 
ronald becker
ruth and David bernstein
michelle and Darren black
Sally bock and rabbi Ira 
korinow
Chelsea hebrew Free School 
endowment Fund
Jill Chessen and Danny Cohen
Tamar Davis and Allan Galper
marcus Dodyk
Terri and Sol eisenberg
michelle S. Alkon and Dr. 
mark Finkelstein

renée and Steven Finn
lisa rosenbaum and ronald 
Fisher
Charlotte Florence
linda and michael Frieze
michelle and marc Gary
rhonda and Steven Glyman
Josette and louis Goldish

beth and lawrence 
Greenberg
The herzlinger Family
randy Gollub and Jon 
hirschtick
Susan and Frederic Jacobs
elizabeth and Daniel Jick
barbara and leo karas
Jodi Wenger and Stuart karon
Amelia and Josh katzen
beverly and lawrence koplan
rachel and bryan koplow
lori and Frederic leif
Judy levin-Charns and martin 
Charns 
margaret ross link and David 
link
Susan rodgin and Warren 
manning
barbara Posnick and Carl 
mikkelsen
Deborah Platek and martin 
Oppenheimer
mindy and max Peckler
Sondra and Alan Perkins
Suzanne Priebatsch
Sidney redner
Arlene and Sanford remz
Danielle and bob rizika
Dundi and lyon Sachs
Samuels & Associates
ellen and Steven Segal
rahel Wasserfall-Seligman 
and Adam Seligman
Daryl and edward Shapiro
The Shapiro Foundation
Adina and Ari Shrage
Cynthia b. Shulman
Carol and Daniel Singer 
bricklin
robin Skirboll and mark 
blecher
Sharon and Jerome Smith
Susan and James Snider
Jo and mike Solet
Sharon Stein

Jane m. & Jay l. Fialkow and 
linda Sternberg endowment 
Fund
Temple beth Avodah
 rabbi keith h. Stern
Temple Shalom of Newton
Sara and Jeffrey Wantman
Ilana braun and Jed Weiss
Wellesley bank Charitable 
Foundation
Alison Wintman
michelle and matthew Zisow

$500-$999
Anonymous
Sherri Ades Falchuk and 
kenneth Falchuk
Susan and Joel Appelbaum
Sara and leonard Aronson
Audia Group llC
Susan and barry benjamin
Teri berenson
berkshire bank Foundation, 
Inc.
leslie and Stephen bernstein
harvey N. bock
ellen and richard Calmas
Dorit and ron Cohen
miriam may and Shaye J.D. 
Cohen
Carole and David Decter
relly and brent Dibner
Sara and robert Dickman
Trudy and lester Fagen
Joni and rodney Falk
ruth and Gene Fax
roger Feldman
Cheryl and Sruli Feuerstein
Andrea and Todd Finard
erica and ethan Freishtat
beth and John Gamel
Jody and David Gastfriend
kimberly and robert Gatof
Dena and Jason Glasgow
Debra Goldberg
rachel and Allan Goldstein
marion and lawrence Green

marla Choslovsky and Paul 
Greenberg
rebecca and benjamin 
Grossman
eileen and Joshua 
Gundersheimer
betsy hecker and John barter
lisa and matthew hills
Jack huang
rita J. and Stanley h. kaplan 
Family Foundation
     Nancy kaplan belsky and 

mark belsky
hille kern
Jane and David kirshbaum
Alissa and Steven korn
Susan and David kraemer
Vicky and richard levin
Judy and Dr. mayer levitt
Valerie and Arnold 
lowenstein
Catherine and Christopher 
milton
Georgia and Gene mittelman
Jeanette kruger and betty 
morningstar
Dorie Alexander mufson and 
michael mufson
Deirdre and Steven munley
Joanne and eliahu Niewood
ellen Zarrow-Nissenbaum and 
Alan Nissenbaum
linda and bill Novak
marla and Simon Olsberg
Effie and Gary Orren
Peabody & Arnold
linda and kenneth Polivy
michele and meyer 
Potashman
Judith and Jeffrey Remz
Diane and martin richler
Joanne and Adam rose
Ariella rosengard
David rubin
Lori Barnet and Jeffrey Savit
roy S. Schreiber & Co.
rachel and Adam Scott

kim Severino
mary Ann mcDonough and 
lester Shoap
Wendy Schneier Siegal and 
Yakir Siegal
erica and Jerry Silverman
Jennifer and Jason Skolnick
Jonathan Slavin
Toby Sloane
betsy and martin Solomon
Dr. Judith Feldman and  
Dr. Norman Spack
Naomi and Jeffrey Stonberg
Dorothy and richard 
Tatelman
roselyn Garber Toledano and 
Allan Toledano
beverly and benjamin Weiner
Susan and lawrence Weiner
michelle and Jeremy Welford
Jennifer Wolfsberg and 
michael O’brien

$180-$499
Suzanne and mike Afergan
elisa Deener-Agus and 
michael Agus
rebecca Drill and Peter Alpert
beth and marc Andler
Frederique Apffel-Marglin
Nancy and Neil Arkuss
Pam and David Auerbach
Susan Shevitz and lawrence 
Neal bailis
regina roman and George 
berman
michal and barry bessler
Jennifer and erik bittner
emilia black
Debbie and mark blechner
elana and Aaron block
laurie boyer
brezniak Funeral Directors
barbara lapidas-brown and 
larry brown
mel brown
Sara and Dr. Stephen brown
betty brudnick

Nancy kriegel and Andrew 
butler
Peter b. Cannell & Co., Inc.
Jessica and michael Carroll
Judy and Jonathan Chiel
rabbi laura Abrasley and 
Julie Childers
ruth Coakley
Karen and Jeffrey Cohen
Sharon Cohen Anisfeld and 
Shimi Anisfeld
rochelle Cohn
marla and Alan Colarusso
lisa Cole and bennett 
Freeman
bernice and raymond Coll
kathy and lino Covarrubias
Creative Wealth Advisors llC
Joyce and Allen Danis
Drs. Suzanne and David 
Diamond
laura and myron Dickerman
rachel and Peter Dixon
marlene and harry Dodyk
Suzanne Salamon and Alan 
einhorn
Dena and Gary elovitz
Annette and marc epstein
Varda and Neal Farber
karen and David Farbman
Toby and barry Farman
Loren and Jeffrey Feingold
rosita and Steven Fine
Sharlene and Dr. richard 
Finkel
Sherene michlin and robert 
Finkel
lisa Alkon and kenneth 
Finkelstein
esther and Sergio 
Finkielsztein
Nancy and Peter Finn
Deborah and Jonathan 
Forman
Sara and russell Forman
Gita and David Foster
lori kahn and Arnie 
Freedman

Susan and robert Freedman
Vicki Schwartz and David Gale
Ilana Garber
Naomi and Dr. howard m. 
Gardner
Susan levin and Sherman 
Geller
GeNerATIONS Cinemastories, 
llC.
Naomi and Phillip Getto
Debra and kenneth Getz
lori and Dr. michael Gilman
Pat and Alfred Girard
Carrie Fuchs and Gary Girzon
lori and robert Glassman
Susan Glassman
Paul Glick
Sheila Pallay and herbert 
Glickman
Carol Gerwin and michael 
Goldberg
Janet Yassen and Irle 
Goldman
Sharon and David Goldstein
Dr. lori lefkovitz and  
rabbi leonard Gordon
Janet and mark Gottesman
rebecca and Alan Green
lisa and richard Greene
Sharyn and Gary Greenstein
Nancy and michael Grodin
elizabeth and Jacob Grossman
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mary ellen Grossman
lindsay and Dan Guttell
Danielle and michael hackel
Susan and eric hailman
Arline and lawrence heimlich
Julie and michael hertz
edie Goldman and mort 
Hoffman
Sharon Waller and Al hyman
Isaac’s moving & Storage
ruth Isaacs
Carole and Sam Jabbawy
Irene rosenzweig and rabbi 
Howard Jaffe
Dahlia rudavsky and robert 
Jampol
Cindy and Andrew Janower
Dr. Lisa Fishbayn Joffe and 
Jonathan Joffe
helen and Sidney kadish
Susan and ronald kahn
elissa and Jason kaplan
lisa kempler and bruce 
Weinstock
Sally and herbert kepnes
Nadine Evans and Rafi Kieval
Abbe and Daniel klein
Debra and Abram klein
Talia klein
Natalia and leon kogan
Isaac kohane
Carla and Alexis kopikis
lauren and Jerald korn
Drs. ellen and ernest 
kornmehl
Amy Warner and Steven 
kosowsky
elka Sachs and Seth kosowsky
renée and howard kramer
Maureen Connelly and Jeffrey 
krane
Gila and bruce kriegel
Smadar babchuck and 
michael kronenberg
lynda Fink and maury 
lederman
 

Sara Abromson-leeman and 
Joel leeman
margie and Alan levin
Adina kling and Judah levine
Sybil and Dr. Steven levisohn
Sally and bruce levy
Nancy and ralph lieberman
reina and Charles lightdale
Naomi and Carl lopkin
Audrey madera
Susan Nitkin and Jeffrey 
marcus
beth byer and Dr. Fred 
mermelstein
leslie and marc meunier
Chana and Steve meyer
monica and David michael
microsoft Corporation
meta levy-millen and Andrew 
millen
meryl and eric miller
Joyce and rabbi ronald 
millstein
Stephanie and Daniel mishkin
Pam and Jeff Mittleman
Wendy and James mnookin
Carrie Nebens
barbara Neufeld
miriam Newman and michael 
Pinnolis
Newton Centre minyan 
Tuesday morning minyan
Pamela and Andrew Norden
David Sohboff and Jonathan 
Norris
Janie haas and Charlie 
O’Donnell
leah Oko and Carl katz
elizabeth Waksman and 
Darren Orbach
Ziva and Joseph Paley
Tovia and michael Paris
Judy meyers and mark 
Pasternack
lisa and David Pastor
Carol Saivetz and harry Penn
myra and Arthur Perlis

lesley and robert Perlman
Sue and bernard Pucker
Arlene and larry rand
miriam remz
Tamar remz
Shirley and burt resnic
Judy and Arthur robbins
Shellee robbins and Don 
Steinbrecher
Shuli and Avi Rockoff
michael Appell and Guy 
ronen
Ashley and benjamin rosen
belle halpern and mitch 
rosenberg
Chuck rosenblum

Amy and mark rotenberg
Judith roth
Dr. elissa and Daniel 
rottenberg
ellen brodsky and Ted rybeck
Frederick J. Sacramone, Jr. 
D.m.D.
Dina mardell and David 
Sandberg
rabbi ma’ayan and rick Sands
ruth langer and Jonathan 
Sarna
mari and hiroki Sayama
meryl and Neil Schram
Joyce and Stephen Schultz
Judy and Steve Schumeister
rebecca and Steven Schwartz
Janet Segal and Neal Green
linda and Stuart Seidman

lorin and Jeremy Seidman
Anne and bob Selby
Deborah and Neal Shalom
harriet and Stuart Sherman
Vikki and matthew Sherman
rivka and David Shimoni
Margery Sokoloff and Jeffrey 
Shoulson
Danya handelsman and Jed 
Shugerman
Carol and martin Shulman
ruth and ronald Silberstein
Debbie and Jay Silverman
Jody and Alexandra Simes
karen and Steven Sisselman
 

Joan rachlin and Seymour 
Small
Cheryl and Arthur Sober
hazzan linda Sue and richard 
Sohn
margery and Jerome Somers
Paula Sommer
mira and robert Spiegel
Onir and Jeffrey Spiegel
Sherry Grossman and Allen 
Spivack
karin and leo Sprecher
linda and bruce Stanger
Joyce Steg kosowsky
Priscilla and Geoffrey Stein
emily Franklin and Adam 
Strauss
Gail Schulman and robert 
Sullaway

hope and Adam Suttin
Joanne and michael Talty
Temple beth elohim
Sandra and rick Thau
Jesse and larry Tobin
Suzanne and herbert Tobin
Deborah bohnen and Adam 
Wall
harriet and melvin Warshaw
Amy Weinstock and michael 
Coln
laurie Alpert and barry Weiss
Stephanie Gertz and Cantor 
Steven Weiss
Pamela Adelstein and michael 
Weissmann
melody and David Wilensky
Susan and richard Wilk
Sharlene and Scott Wolf
Candice and howard Wolk
Debby and Dan Zabludowski
Joyce Zakim and Peter 
Greenspan
lorel and Arnie Zar-kessler
Daniel romanow and Andrew 
Zelermyer
keren eisenberg and larry 
Zelnick
robert Zimring
linne kimball and marc 
Zwetchkenbaum

$179 and below
Anonymous (2)
Jodi Abbott and robert brown
karen and richard Abrahams
Dr. robin F. Abrams
Philip Abrams
AIPAC
hope and Joseph Albert
roberta Isberg and Seth Alper
melinda and James Altman
Amazonsmile Foundation
marlene and ben Arnold
Shelly bazes-bard and rabbi 
Dov bard
Avishag and Thomas barron

miriam rosenblum and 
Sheldon benjamin
randy and Steve bergel
Debra and michael berger
margie berkowitz
Talia berkowitz
Steven blacher
Nancy and Jacob bloom
Aviva and Geoffrey Bock
Whitney and Josh bock
margie and michael 
bogdanow
The boston Jewish Film 
Festival
rita and henry braun
Camille and mark bressler
Judith and Shawn brevard
The Smilow-brick Family
betsy and Peter brown
melissa and Paul bunis
Fay and Julian bussgang
Camp Yavneh
Wendy and edmund Case
Annie Weiss and David Cash
Jodi and ken Chase
Jeanette Chiel
Julie and David Chivo
Shari and michael Churwin
Stephanie and Fredric Cohen
Congregation Shaarei Tefillah
     rabbi benjamin Samuels
elizabeth and kevin Connolly
Beth Crastnopol and Jeff 
Cotton
Susan and bruce Creditor
kathleen A. Crowley
Lisa Bliss and Kirk Daffner
robert Davenport
rachel kalikow and David de 
Graaf
brenda and Jerome Deener
Sharon and Chuck Diamond
James Drazen
Carol and herbert Dreyer
ruth and barry ehrlich
Toby and David ellis

Nancy Falchuk
rachel levine and Aryeh 
Feder
Sharon Feiman-Nemser and 
louis Nemser
Shelah Feiss and Mark Likoff
betsy Feldman
Sydney and David Feldman
Cheryl and Gary Fertig
barbara and robert Fierman
leora Fishman and roy Gould
mickey and ron Fleischman
Deborah and marc Fogel
Gloria Godine Fox and  
Irving Fox
brandon Franklin
ruth and Donald Freedman
rosalind Frim
Gann Academy
beverlee and Neil Gardner
Michelle and Steven Garfinkel
lauren and Jonathan Garlick
Doreen and brian Girard
Vivian Glassman and David 
Grosser
rachel and robert Glazer
laurie and richard Gliklich
ruth Gold
Susan and bruce Gold
mary and David Goldberg
elizabeth and Steven 
Goldstein

leah Goldstein
estelle and Guy Gomolka
Dorothy and James Goodman
Goodman & Goodman 
Attorneys
Google Inc.
Amy and Steven Gortler
Sharon Gouveia
Carole Charnow and Clive 
Grainger
Sally Green
harvey Greenberg
Tova and Steve Greenberg
Sheryl brettschneider and 
Steven Gruber
ruthanne and kenneth 
Grundfast
Chana and rabbi menachem 
Gurkow
Carole Slipowitz and Daniel 
halbert
Deborah and Jon halpert
Paul hardiman
heather Zacker and David 
harlow
Talia harlow
Gail harris
Tammy C. harris
Shoshana and rabbi barry 
hartman
Sharon and michael 
haselkorn
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The Simansky Family
Deborah Simkin and Sam 
Aron
Wendy berland and Steven 
Simon
Phyllis Sisson
marsha Slotnick
rabbi elyse Winick and 
David Small
Amy and harry Smith
Solomon Schechter Day 
School of Greater boston
Wendy Smith and Stephen 
Soltoff
ruth Spack
Judy and James Spelfogel
Tova and kenneth Sperber
mark Springer
Aimee and eric Sprung
Deborah and David 
Stanhill
Sharon and David 
Steinberg

Jamie and David Stolper
barry Sugarman
leah Sugerman and 
leonard kardon
Nan Sussman and Jerald 
rosenbloom
helen m. Tack
lauren and Neil Tagerman
Ina Tamir
Temple beth Zion
Adina and Josh Tenby
Suzanne hanser and Alan 
Teperow
ruth and Jon Tepper
ravid Tilles
Stacey Vankeuren
ruth and Nahum 
Vishniavsky
lissa and Jan Volk
Dana Volman
Jackie and David Waller
Sheila and David Waxman
robert Weinstein

Debbie Wennett and 
Steven levine
Jonathan Wertheim
Allen Whitestone
Phyllis and richard Wilker
Wingate Senior living at 
Needham
James Wisecup
Deborah and David Wolf
Carol lurie-Wolok and 
Davin Wolok
karen Worth
Garrett Yee
marlene and errol 
Yudelman
Norma and Arnold Zack
Dale Zaff
Sandy and Yitzhak Zaritt
Sarah Clark and micah 
Zimring
rabbi rain Zohav
Judith and Paul Zorfass

Joan blum and Daniel 
hassenfeld
Amy and David hearne
hana heiplikova
lynne heller
barbara herman
Marcia and Jeffrey Herrmann
beth hicks
Judith and malcolm hindin
Allison Cook and David hirsh
Eva and Melvin Hoffman
Susan Tamber housman and 
robert housman
molly hughes
Drs. esther and elliot Israel
ruth rose-Jacobs and Jerry 
Jacobs
ronda and Joshua Jacobson
Josh Jick
Donna and martin kalikow
holly and Jerome kampler
leslie and Alan kaplan
Joy karol
beverly Schwartz-katsh and 
ethan katsh
Amy and Naty katz
Carole kaufman
mindy and Irving kempner
Jill kerner Schon
Nancy and Gerald kolodny
Susan and hon. David 
kopelman
Elyssa and Jeffrey Kotzen
Devra and Donald lasden
meg and eli lederman
karen and Steven lefkowitz
Nancy and Sid lejfer
harry m. lever
Dora and Joshua levin
Drs. Judith and Jonathan levin
melvin levine
Nancy Schwartz and michael 
levinger
Steven lewis
Fran and rabbi Daniel liben
roberta and ronald loberfeld

luba and benjamin 
loewenberg
Carolyn keller and harvey 
lowell
Naomi and milton lown
Trine and Ted lustig
Walter lyons
Sarah mack
Allison and elliot mael
margie maidman
roberta Fern and harvey 
mamon
ursula and rami mangoubi
Allison and Andrew margolies
Liz Offen and Ethan Mascoop
Cynthia and barry massarsky
 

Deborah hirsch and Jack 
mayer
harriet and Dr. Cyril mazansky
Claudia michaels-brodsky and 
David brodsky
minou and David michlin
Siobhán mikolajewski
Carol and Daniel milewich
karen and Dave miller
Sandy and harold miller-
Jacobs
martha minow
ellen and bruce mittman

marlene and bruce moyer
elizabeth and Daniel Navisky
Peter hamilton Nee
Judith Neiterman
Donald Nelson
robert bargar and elinor 
Nelson
evelyn and John Neumeyer
rebecca betensky and Jeremy 
Newberger
Jennifer and Joel Newman
Novartis Institutes for 
biomedical research
linda and Jeremy Nussbaum
PayPal Giving Fund
barbara Penzner
David Phillips

Sarah markovitz and Jacob 
Pinnolis
brenda and ethan Pollack
marion and David Pollock
bari and Charles Popkin
Sarah and Ori Preis
Arlene and kurt Pressman
Anita and Ken Rabinoff-
Goldman
Debra raisner
betty and Jay reba
rachel and Joel reck
 

rebecca redner and Joshua 
Pinnolis
Julie reimann
Jonah remz
Saundra and Jason rice
robyn and Doug riseberg
Joan rome
Ann and michael rosenblatt
howard rosenfeld
Barbara Rosenfield
Penina and David rosengard
Florence Seiman and Jordan 
rosenkrantz
Judy and David rosenthal
Susan and Steven rosenzweig
Shirley rubinstein
Teri Swartz russell and David 
russell
barbara and Jerry rutberg
holli and robert ryter
Iris Saltsburg
helaine and Dr. Joel 
Saperstein
Judith Saxe and Andrew 
Adelson
linda and richard Schaye
rebecca Schulman and 
William havemeyer
Susan and Philip Schwarz
ethel and lester Segal
miriam Seidenfeld
beatrice Shapero
Allison and loren Shapiro
Deborah benik and edward 
Shapiro
Barbara and Dr. Michael Sheff
heidi and Jay Shepherd
Ann and Stephen Sherman
leslie and Alan Sherman
marcia and Daniel Shimshak
Sharon and howard Sholkin
linda and Ira Shoolman
Alix Ginsburg and Alan 
Shuchat
Ann and mark Siegel
Gloria and Gordon Silverman
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Michelle S. Alkon, President
nora Friedman,  
Chair, Education Advisory Committee
Dara Grossman, Clerk
Cindy Kaplan,  
Vice President, Development
Sasha Meyerson,  
Chair, Nominating Committee
Barbara posnick, Vice President, 
Finance/Treasurer
Barbara Schultz, Vice President, 
Strategic Planning
ellie Shrage,  
Vice President, Governance

Jenna Andelman
larry Chafetz
Julie Childers
Danielle Darish
tamar Davis
Marcus Dodyk
Michal Fandel
Jacqueline Finard-hughes
ethan Freishtat
paul Gershkowitz
lisa hills
Alexis Kopikis
Judy levin-Charns
Marni Smilow levitt
Joanne Davis Rose
linda Sternberg  

tHe gatewayS board oF truSteeS 2019-2020

Senior StaFF

Tamar Davis, 
Chief Executive Officer

Deirdre munley, 
Chief Operating Officer

David Farbman, 
Senior Director of Education

harry Abrahams, 
Director of Development

Sandy Gold, 
Director of Jewish Education 
Programs

Sharon Goldstein, 
Director of Day School Programs

year-round StaFF

mia hyman, 
Educational and Behavioral 
Specialist

elianna mentzer, 
Communications Assistant

hadassah riemer, 
Administrative Assistant

michal Pullman, 
Student Services Financial 
Administrator

rebecca redner, 
Educational Specialist

rachel Sommer, 
Administrative Coordinator

Field StaFF

Jaimie ballon, 
Learning Specialist

Zachary barr, Tutor

Stephen bober, Coach

marla Colarusso, Coach

miriam Diamond, Coach

marlene Dodyk, Coach

Naomi Dreyer, Teacher

miriam Fein, 
Learning Specialist

Amy Freedman, 
Speech-Language Pathologist

Jennifer Friedberg, 
Speech-Language Pathologist

Ilene Greenwald, 
Occupational Therapist

Sherry Grossman, 
Senior Coach

maxine haron, 
Occupational Therapist

Sarah kerstein moreno, Coach

Debbie krasnow, Coach

Pat lukens, Coach

margie maidman,  
Learning Specialist

Susan morrel, Coach

Jodi Saltzman,  
Speech-Language Pathologist

Sue Schweber, 
Day School Program Consultant

Staff listing as of March 2021

Sta
ff 

& 
Boa

rd

 

Fin
anc

ial 
Rep

ort

revenueS:  

n  Program Service revenues 361,388 18%

n  Fundraising revenues      1,178,602 58%

n   CJP Support          512,766 25%

Investment & Other revenues              (3,397) 0%

total Revenues      2,049,359  100%

net*        (274,783) 

In a year of significant challenges across the community, Gateways carefully 
managed both assets and expenses to ensure that pandemic-related losses in 
revenue did not limit our ability to provide much-needed services.  

expenSeS:  

n  Program Service expenses      1,490,640  64%

n   Fundraising expenses          413,174  18%

n   management & General  
expenses          420,328  18%

total expenses      2,324,142  100%

64%

18%

18%

25%

18%

58%

* We were fortunate to receive a Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loan in May 
2020 to help offset these losses – the loan shows as a liability for FY20 but is 
expected to be fully forgiven within FY21.
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333 Nahanton Street, Newton, mA 02459

Phone: 617-630-9010  email: info@jgateways.org

 www.jgateways.org


